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1 Adroa Kaggwa
1.1 Biography
Name
D.O.B
Age
Gender Color Nationality Eye Color
Hair Color
Education

Employ Position Affiliates

Adroa Agrumes Kaggwa
04.13.68
42
Male
African
Ugandan
Brown
Black
Makerere University
MA Political Science
Graduate 1995
Ugandan Government
2000 to Present
Ugandan Governor
Malcolm Paradise
Asgard CEO

1.2 Archetype
Kaggwa is very simply a classic villain. He is driven by greed and power, and takes what he wants with the
force granted to him by his authority. He gets pleasure from increasing his power, especially if it
diminishes another’s power or abilities simultaneously. His allies at Asgard noticed his ambition, and
through their control within the Ugandan government, they raise him to power.

1.3 Timeline
In his short political career, Kaggwa has developed a brutal reputation. This has given him notice from the
United Nations. With few Human Rights upheld in this region of Uganda, it is difficult to place any
credible charges against Kaggwa. However, through several First Information Reports and interviews
gathered from this region, the UN has developed a basic timeline reflecting Adroa’s past actions.
April 13 1968 – Date of Birth
Born into a poverty-stricken family that struggles to survive. Crime is rampant in Kaggwa’s environment.
1978 – Adroa joins a local gang.
1986 – Adroa becomes leader of the gang after previous gang leader is murdered.
1987 – Adroa’s gang is hired by local politician Kigongo Nanatovu for muscle, Nanatovu teaches Kaggwa
the ways of corrupt politics.
August 1991 – Nanatovu sponsors Kaggwa’s education in Political Science at Makerere University.
June 1995 – Kaggwa graduates from Makerere.
September 1996 – Kaggwa takes minor political office, becomes prominent with Ugandan military.
May 2000 – With aid from Asgard Industries, Kaggwa is placed in power as governor.
July 2010 – Oversees construction of Asgard Industries Nuclear Facility.

1.4 Totem
Adroa Kaggwa has long been regarded as the Wolf of Uganda; He often works with a pack of powerful and
corrupt, preying upon the weak. He is loyal to his bosses, and is brutal to his enemies.

1.5 Armor
Fear
Loss of political
power
Not being taken
seriously
Taken by surprise

Affect On Character
Bouts of panic, followed by a very harsh counter action.
Gets load and angry. Takes severe action if possible.
Panic, followed by an attempt to gain control over the situation.

1.6 Actions
Animation
Sleep
Interrogation

Description
Sprawled out on a massive King sized bed.
Attacks and struggles against Jason while being interrogated. Is deftly countered.

1.7 Reactions
Person/Thing
Jason Greer
Asgard Industries

Malcolm Paradise

Reaction
Surprise at first meeting. Defiance under interrogation. Eventually breaks.
Kaggwa has a deep loyalty and fear of Asgard. The latter part of his career has been
dominated by Asgard; it has raised him to power, made him rich, provided his
soldiers with weapons, and made him a powerful politician. Kaggwa respects that
Asgard has the power to remove all of these, and as such doesn’t think twice about
obeying their every order. He is kept in line out of fear and promises of wealth and
power.
Paradise represents an opportunity for additional wealth and power.

Journalists
Crime

Despises journalists and their prying investigations.
Hates it when he is the victim. Thinks nothing of it when he gains power from it.

1.8 Activate & Analyze
Adroa is only seen for an interrogation scene, but these are responses he would have to hypothetical
emergency situations.


Witnesses a crime: He will ignore the situation, unless some form of action will benefit him and
his career in some way.



Stuck on a sinking ship: Gather up people of value (especially ones that could be of use to him)
and bring them all together so they can leave on a private life boat. He may allow others to join
him, but only if the act would help him in some way. Either immediately reward, to bolster his
reputation, or something of that nature.



A hijacked plane: If possible, he would attempt to take control of the situation himself. Ideally,
he and other passengers (if necessary) would fight off the hijackers and subdue them. If this is not
possible, he would attempt to cut a deal with them and turn the situation to his own advantage.



A inside a burning building: Adroa would head straight for the exit, unless something of value
was at stake. In this case, he would go after the object until he had no choice but to escape the
building.



Put on trial: Adroa would hire the best lawyer he could find, and do essentially whatever it takes
to prove his innocence. He would try to pay off the judge and the jury, as well as use intimidation
techniques on his opposition.

1.9 Dreams & Ambitions
Adroa is completely living his dream. All he wants is wealth and power, and that is exactly what he has. He
toys with ideas of gaining higher political roles, but is by and large happy with what he has accomplished.
He is aware that his current position gives him the most power, with the least amount of scrutiny, and this
is appealing because it lets him act as he wishes without risking his current status.

1.10 Interview
So Adroa, how did you get to where you are today?
I pulled myself from the very bottom to the very top with my own two hands. Lots of people
doubted me, but I showed them who was boss. When I was a kid my parents struggled to survive,
and now I’m living in this mansion surrounded by a personal military guard of over one hundred
soldiers.
All by yourself? What about your mentor Kigongo Namatovu?
I wouldn’t exactly call him my mentor. I had natural ability from birth, and Namatovu was just the
first to recognize it and get me what I deserved. Sure he paid for my schooling, but it was me who
passed the classes, me who won the elections, and me who destroyed my opponents at every turn.
Namatovu was just a part of plan I created to get to the top.
I see. So on your path from rags to riches, what is it you have learned?
The only things I ever needed to know were the lessons I learned as a kid. How to survive, how to
understand people, and how to use what you have to your advantage. Going to school just gave me
knowledge and understanding I could apply with the lessons from the streets.

Alright, one obvious question would be what more do you wish to accomplish with your life?
I want nothing more than to continue as I am. I’ve reached the top, and there is no turning back.
Further political office will not improve my life, or anyone else’s life in any way, so I’m going to
remain here where I can focus on running my small portion the country.
What do you think about the reports of Asgard Industries breaking safety protocol? They are a major force
locally, and this could be very bad for you.
Asgard Industries has and always will be a great business partner for this area. They have done
nothing but add opportunity for the people living here, and give them a place to work and create good lives
for themselves.


Interview Take Away: Adroa is an arrogant bully, but he is also a politician. Every question he
answered as if he were living his day to day life (not outside of the game world). This gives
insight into his personality and type of speech.
If he were to answer questions from outside the game world, he would respond to a question about
the main character like:
“He is sticking his nose in where it does not belong. I am trying to run my part of the
country, and he comes in from his foreign land without understanding my situation, and
destroys everything I have worked so hard to accomplish.”
A question about Paradise would be answered with:
“He is just another opportunity for me. Paradise can run his operations as he likes, so
long as he understands that I am in charge, and he gives me the proper payment and
respect I am due.”

1.11 Casting Sheet
NAME: Adroa Kaggwa
AGE: 48
HEIGHT: 6’3”
WEIGHT: 185 lbs
HAIR: Black
EYES: Brown
PERSONALITY: Arrogant, rude, abrasive, “my way or the highway”
VOICE PRINT: Deep and thundering
ADDITIONAL: Relatively strong African accent
SAMPLE LINES:
“Who the hell are you!”
“I’m not telling you anything”
“You hear that? My men are coming for you. You won’t live to see the sun again.”

